2008 ford f-150 xlt supercrew 4wd

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Lee was very professional
and reached out to me when I showed interest in a suv I was looking at. He answered any
questions that I had without hesitation. When I asked if any of my friends knew about him they
recommended him. I bought this pickup from them they made the experience great Happy with
the whole experience. Quick response to my inquiry. The car I test drove was a cute car, but the
cost was too high for the damage I saw. Customer service was ok but not great. The
salesperson definitely had patience when I checked out 3 cars but smoked in front of my
husband who has asthma. What you see is what you get kind of place. Sales person not
personable. Brought vehicle from back lot to us and just left it running and said spend as much
time as want to look at it. He just walked away and did not offer a test ride or answer any
questions. Car was so filthy inside I would not even sit in it. Very quick and friendly service.
Financial portion extremely impressed. I wpuld recommend them to everyone. Mike at Bells auto
was fair and professional when I purchased my Toyota shortly after the purchase my check
engine light came on, I contacted mike and he took care of it right way! Speaks volume when u
think about an used car lot! I recommend Bells auto. Fast prompt and friendly. Truck I was
looking at ended up being sold already. Offered to still try to find me something I wanted. No
pressure, and still keeping in touch while I'm shopping. Really good experience! Apr was really
low we received and Justin kept us informed throughout process. David was our salesman and
communicated well also. Thanks a lot guys! Excellent experience, fast, efficient. The sales rep
Julie was terrific. Vehicle was in like new condition. From the BS about appointments that were
never set up to the demeanor over the phone, this sales team came off as incompetent ,
immature , and un professional. Sales guys were fine dealership policy sucks. Drove 30 miles to
see it with wife, they lost key so could not drive. Actually agreed on price and set appointment
to return next day when key available. They would not take a deposit. Got text in AM car sold to
somebody else. Not cool. There was no financing available for this vehicle. Dealers should have
their own financing so they could finance ANY vehicle. This vehicle looks very nice in the
photos and looks in incredible shape for its age and mileage, but I had to let it go because there
was no financing for it. Not everybody has perfect credit neither a lot of cash. I bought a cash
from this scoundrels dealership. Their customer service is horrible! They lied about everything,
from their advertising to delivering my title, which I am still waiting on nearly two months after
purchase. They even refused to extend my 30 day temp tag even though DMV suggested it.
These people are pathetic! Complete misrepresentation of vehicle. Had more miles, many paint
scrapes, scratches. Paint also bubbled up around fender wells. Tires barely pass inspection,
would need replaced. Victoria has been very up front on everything. She took video of the truck
and sent it to me, answered all of my questions, and explained the process of inspection in her
state so I know what is required. I will be picking up the vehicle this Saturday and hope the
everything is as transparent and easy going as Victoria has been. The car was not available but
Besi told me of another car. We drove an hour to the dealership for our appointment and the car
did not arrive for us to look at for 90 minutes. The car was not in the shape we were led to
believe and we did not purchase. I would not recommend the dealer. Better than expected
service! No pressure easy going very helpful down to earth dealership! I will definitely purchase
from Ethan again! Thanks for the work van brotha! This car has problems catalytic converter
was messed up the struts was messed up plus they tell you once the car is sold they don't have
to fix it they did look over the car for me but I would have to pay for major problems. The people
were nice but the car wasn't in great shape I'm just being honest i have to pay back financing I
can't afford to be putting money in the car. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Image Not Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Great truck. Love the ride
and options it has. I have always liked the Blue jeans metallic color too, and found a Lariat with
the a equipment package. This is my 8th ford truck. I drove a ram and several GM models and
they all make very nice vehicles, but I can understand why ford continues to outpace the
competition. Very comfortable ride especially for a large 4x4. Just felt right was soon as I drove
it. Love this truck. Expensive, but arent they all. This is the 3rd F and the 2nd Lariat that we have
owned. The option of a V8 or a V6 was great. Lots of leg room for tall people and a roomy back
seat. Plenty of power also. Overall we love it for the price. Why Use CarGurus? Although

versatile and easy to live with, the Ford F gives up points to its rivals due to its tepid
performance and lack of a few key safety features. For most of the past three decades, the
best-selling vehicle line in America has been, strangely enough, not a family sedan or SUV but a
pickup. The holder of that prestigious title is Ford's F-Series. Granted, those sales figures
include not only the F but also the Super Duty rigs and even commercial-use chassis cabs.
However, the half-ton F has always accounted for the lion's share of those figures. Last
revamped for , the F caters to the contemporary pickup consumer. These folks are as if not
more likely to use a pickup for commuting and family hauling as for lugging lumber or towing
trailers. Proof of this can be seen in the overwhelming popularity of crew-cab-style trucks over
standard and extended-cab versions. Of course, this begs the question: Why the F-Series?
Chalk up its American Idol status to a smooth ride, quiet user-friendly cab and easy-to-drive
demeanor. Oh, and the dizzying variety of body styles, trim levels and options that it offers.
Americans love choices, something not lost on Ford's product planners whose efforts have
resulted in no fewer than 75 styles of the F and SuperCrew-sized headaches for Edmunds. The
Ford F sees incremental changes. A new Lariat Limited trim debuts, as does a SuperCrew body
style for the XL trim and a couple of stress-reducing options. The latter includes the Cargo
Management system a combination of bins, crossbars and adjustable cleats that allows one to
secure virtually anything short of the space shuttle in the bed and a rearview camera mounted
inside the rearview mirror that kicks on when the truck is shifted into reverse. As well-rounded
as it is, the F lags behind full-size pickup rivals when it comes to performance. Disregarding the
supercharged V8 that's optional in the niche-market Harley-Davidson edition, the F's top engine
is the 5. Still, we have been disappointed by its real-world performance. The 5. Having just four
gears to work with contributes to the F's tepid performance; many competitors have five- and
six-speed units, which improve both acceleration and fuel efficiency. This is not to say that you
won't be satisfied with a Ford F purchase -- as vehicle reviewers we tend to be harsher critics
than the typical consumer. For buyers who don't require the quickest rig out there, the F
compensates with its civility. This is one of the easiest half-ton pickups to live with on an
everyday basis, and with the wide range of available body styles, trim levels and equipment,
you're sure to find one that meets your needs. All those people who have made the F-Series the
No. The Ford F full-size pickup truck is available in three body styles: regular cab, extended cab
"SuperCab" and crew cab "SuperCrew". Cargo box size choices vary as well: regular cabs come
with a 6. The SuperCrew can have either the 5. Reverse-opening rear doors are standard on
regular and SuperCabs for easier cab access, while SuperCrews have four full-size doors. The
volume leader XLT features chrome exterior trim, an upgraded cloth interior, cruise control and
full power accessories. The FX2 2WD and FX4 4WD feature inch wheels, a black grille,
leather-wrapped steering wheel, bucket seats with console, and on FX4 models, underbody skid
plates, retuned springs and heavy-duty shocks. Fs with the Lariat trim offer an upscale
ambiance with brushed aluminum and wood highlights, leather upholstery, a power driver seat,
automatic climate control and a trip computer. The Limited tops that by featuring a
monochrome White Sand paint scheme, inch alloy wheels with body-color accents, polished
running boards, smoked taillights, two-tone leather upholstery and unique instrument cluster
trim. The former adds two-tone exterior paint, exclusive western saddle-like leather upholstery
and wood-grain interior accents. The latter specifies monochromatic black or two-tone black
and copper paint, inch alloy wheels, a sport-tuned suspension, black and copper leather seating
and enough H-D badges and emblems to outfit everybody at the Sturgis meet. Key F options
include remote starting, a navigation system, a back-up camera, a rear parking sensor, a
rear-seat DVD entertainment system and a sunroof. There are three main engine choices in the
F line: a 4. Available only on regular cabs, the 4. The 4. Both V8 engines are matched to
four-speed automatic transmissions. The V6 comes with a five-speed manual, with the
automatic available as an option. Buyers of the 2WD Harley-Davidson edition can opt for a
supercharged 5. Except for that supercharged Harley version, buyers have a choice between
two- and four-wheel drive on all versions of the F Properly equipped, an F with the 5. However,
whether unladen or towing a trailer, the F feels noticeably slower than peers like the Toyota
Tundra, Nissan Titan, Dodge Ram and GM twins Silverado and Sierra , an impression borne out
by our performance test results. Antilock disc brakes are standard across the board. Traction
control is optional on 2WD V8 models. Unlike most of its competitors, the F does not offer side
airbags or stability control -- the latter a key feature for avoiding accidents in the first place.
That said, frontal-impact testing by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration resulted
in a perfect five-star rating. In frontal-offset crash testing conducted by the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety, the F earned a rating of "Good," the highest available. Thanks to its stiff
frame, double-wishbone front suspension and rack-and-pinion steering, the Ford F delivers
impressive ride and handling dynamics for a full-size truck. Unfortunately, the truck's beefy

curb weight is too much for the 4. The brakes feel solid, with a firm pedal, but stopping
distances are still longer than most of the F's competition. In SuperCrew form, the F can
comfortably seat five or six people. Carrying three passengers in the backseat is still possible if
you get a SuperCab, though legroom will be noticeably less generous. All versions offer simple
controls and solid materials. An optional overhead console features interchangeable modules
so owners can customize it as they see fit. Without this console, though, the F is a little short on
storage space. Hauling larger items is no problem, however, as the rear seats in SuperCabs and
SuperCrews quickly fold up to make way for cargo. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle
from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified
a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F SuperCab. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out
Ford F lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Below-average performance, side airbags and stability
control not available, not much interior storage space. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the F for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price
drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The latter includes the Cargo Management system which allows one to secure
virtually anything in the bed and a rearview camera. Read more. Write a review See all 78
reviews. Straight Forward and Honest Review. The truck had 15k miles on it when I bought it,
and it now has 41k miles logged. I have owned 4 Ford trucks in the past, and all were very good
except for 1 lemon Ford Bronco. I traded in a Honda Civic that I was driving as a commuter car
couldnt stand it. I felt like i was wearing panties or something. Im a country boy and I had to get
back in a truck. My F has taken us on 3 long trips and I also drive it on a 60 mile commute to
work. I had to have the actuator motor replaced AC part and my Ford logo on the front grill
peeling replaced, both covered under warranty. Other than that, this truck has been flawless.
Read less. My F extended cab with the 4. Never once had this truck left me stranded. The only
thing I have had to replace on this truck was the throttle body, but that was a minor issue which
could have been ignored. The engine is great and sounds amazing, but the 4-speed automatic
transmission drags it down. When towing near the maximum capacity, expect aggressive
downshifting. The audio system could definitely use more bass, but I'm probably just being
picky. If you're considering buying this truck, just make sure you have enough money saved up
for the not-so-great fuel economy. I have driven many differnet trucks but I always come back to
Ford, man they did an outstanding job with this truck, HP is plenty for anyone that knows
trucks, torque is where it's at. It drives awesome like driving a car, 4wd in the snow is great.
Think this maybe my last truck for some years to come, very happy. Bought truck brand new.
Has always been and continues to be a very smooth and quiet truck - more like a luxury car.
Good stable handling as well. Lots of room inside and in the bed and great for towing and good
in the snow. Mechanically has been very good. However, rust has been a relatively serious
issue. The steering rack was the first to go - rusted out and got very stiff and erratic to steer.
Had to replace that and was very rusty. The second was much more serious. The transmission
cooling lines rotted out. They let go just after I got home from a long trip to Nova Scotia with my
elderly father. There was fluid on the ground the day after I came home. We could have been
stuck in the middle of the night in the middle of no where. Checked the underside and there was
a lot of rust on the frame and especially the bed rails. Not very happy about that. I've been
spending a lot of time sanding, priming and painting the frame and rusty areas of the underside.
I'm also using the 3M rust fighter undercoating as well. It's costing a lot of time and money, but
I'm hoping it gives me a lot more years with the truck. Don't want another car payment! Looked
at the underside of my wife's Toyota Sienna and noticed that it was undercoated from the
factory and hardly any rust. Maybe Ford ought to consider that or they won't get any return
buyers. If I get another truck, I'll be looking strongly at Toyota. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to
the F Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the F Overview
Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain automatic locking hubs yes

Transmission 4-speed automatic Drive type Four wheel drive electronic hi-lo gear selection yes
mechanical center differential yes part time 4WD yes. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque
lb-ft rpm Base engine size 5. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes
digital keypad power door locks yes Power mirrors yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer
yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Driver seat with manual adjustable lumbar support yes
leather yes Front head room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Split-folding
rear seatback yes folding center armrest yes. Dimensions Dimensions Front track Length
Maximum towing capacity lbs. Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Ground clearance 8. Height
Maximum payload lbs. Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the F
Suspension Suspension front independent suspension yes solid live axle rear suspension yes
Stabilizer bar stabilizer bar yes double wishbone front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty
Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 5 yr. Inventory See F Inventory. Sign Up. Black,
leather Tan, leather. See F Inventory. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Lee was very professional and reached out to me when I showed interest in a
suv I was looking at. He answered any questions that I had without hesitation. When I asked if
any of my friends knew about him they recommended him. This Dealership at Culpepper was
one of the best used car dealerships I've ever experienced!!! The salesman wasn't very
professional, personable, and non aggressive. The financial office was professional, fair and
honest as well. I definitely definitely Highly recommend people going to take a visit to
Culpepper autosales in Cullman, Alabama. Btw, the Honda Odyssey Touring they sold me has
been everything and more I ever could have imagined!!! They confirmed its availability and that
it had navigation in a call. I rented a car and traveled 1 hr to go see, test drive, and hopefully
purchase. When I arrived, it did NOT have navigation. They pushed me to buy an external
navigation device, e. Complete waste of time, tolls, and rental car cost. This place was the worst
I drove 13 miles for nothing I bought this pickup from them they made the experience great
Happy with the whole experience. The finance staff was very kind and accommodating! The
salesman tried to help out but we were unable to come to an agreement. Good people, tried very
hard! I don't need financing. Quick response to my inquiry. The car I test drove was a cute car,
but the cost was too high for the damage I saw. Customer service was ok but not great. The
salesperson definitely had patience when I checked out 3 cars but smoked in front of my
husband who has asthma. What you see is what you get kind of place. Sales person not
personable. Brought vehicle from back lot to us and just left it running and said spend as much
time as want to look at it. He just walked away and did not offer a test ride or answer any
questions. Car was so filthy inside I would not even sit in it. Very quick and friendly service.
Financial portion extremely impressed. I wpuld recommend them to everyone. Front desk clerk
was super friendly and super helpful. Even though I did not purchase the vehicle they were very
friendly from start to finish. Mike at Bells auto was fair and professional when I purchased my
Toyota shortly after the purchase my check engine light came on, I contacted mike and he took
care of it right way! Speaks volume when u think about an used car lot! I recommend Bells auto.
There is a dizzying array of configurations for the F, factoring in different bed, cab, drivetrain,
and trim combinations. There are also special editions, including the King Ranch and
Harley-Davidson editions, each with their own unique exterior and interior-color and material
combinations. What sets the F apart from its rivals is its cabin. Even in the base trim, it is
comfortable, quiet, and well-designed. Uprated trims will have far more comfortable
appointments, but the layout of the truck ensures a good cabin experience across all trims.
Standard features include inch steel wheels, a tilt steering wheel, crank windows, and a locking
tailgate. There are a host of new options for , including a factory-installed cargo-management
system, trailer mirrors, a backup camera, and remote start. The base engine in the F is a 4.
There are two V8 engine options, starting with the 4. This engine makes hp and lb-ft of torque.
The range-topping engine is an Ecapable 5. Manual and automatic transmissions are available.
While rivals like the Chevrolet Silverado might offer more powerful engines, the F shines in its
drivability. It is smooth and quiet, even at highway speeds. To be honest, this is where many
owners are using their trucks. It is designed to live mainly on the street, and will not fare as well
as other F trims the farther you drive off the beaten path. For that, look to the SuperCrew, which
has a very spacious interior. The XLT trim adds remote keyless entry, outside temperature
display, and automatic headlights. The F is available with a touchscreen navigation system, and
though it works well, the screen is a bit small, especially for a dash as large as the F's. For long
trips with the kids, the available DVD entertainment system is a helpful option. The F comes
standard with anti-lock disc brakes on all trims, though traction control has to be selected as an
option on some trims. The F lacks side curtain airbags but does offer the optional trailering
mirrors and an available reversing camera, thus adding safety through enhanced visibility. One

of the least capable versions of the F trades off by being the most efficient. The V6 engine with
RWD and a 6-speed manual transmission returns 14 mpg city, 20 highway, 16 combined.
Incredibly, the 4. The big 5. Pricing roughly matches that of the Silverado , which underscores
how closely these trucks match up. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford F listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Request Information. Image Not Available. Private Seller: John David. Austin, TX Message
Seller. CarGurus Pay. Though some rivals have more power, the Ford F is a true
jack-of-all-trades designed with everyday usability in mind. Why Use CarGurus? On Saturday,
February 21, , took truck for the vibration to Classic Ford, sat for 4 hours, then was told to come
back Friday, February Then I was told o. An XLT crew cab 4x4 5. The ride is much better then
my uncle's Tundra and better the my grandpa's Dodge Ram. So if you're looking for a good
truck that can haul a family or almost anything you can tow. I'll start this by saying I'm an auto
dealer and have owned many different trucks. It has the 5. It tows my 10, ib. The only
aftermarket performance parts are a Volant cold air intake and Flowmaster exhaust. I get
between 17mpg in town and 21 on the highway with cruise. My business partner has an 05 F
FX4 with , miles on his 5. First engine and transmission. They are definitely built Ford tough.
Just run synthetic fluids and keep out of the throttle. By far the strongest, most comfortable,
most practical truck out there. I have tested all the trucks on the market even for au ugly Titan
and ugly Tundra. GMC truck is overall good, however, I don't like its small mirror. Dodge 4.
HEMI engine has more power. Tundra is interesting. It labels hp. However, its real world hp is
simmilar to the 4. Toyota cheats new buyers that way. I am atruck person who only care real
world hp, not hp on the paper. I also care smooth ride that only Ford can give. I care tough
frame also. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the F View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Fs for sale. Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up.
Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. This Ford F is for sale
today in Fernie. This crew cab 4X4 pickup has , kms. It's black in colour. It has a 4 speed auto
transmission and is powered by a HP 4. To apply right now for financing use this link Ford F
SuperCrew 4X4 Lariat, White, Low , kms, 6' box, very good condition for year All the extras inc heated leather seats, sunroof, retractable rear window, ford box liner, rear camera, etc New front
rotors and pads, New Oil and filter at ,kms Cam Phase New Arrival! This pickup has , kms. It has
a 5 speed manual transmissio Comes with G2 Back-Flip Tonneau cover. Michelin tires with lots
of thread, Vehicle is well maintained. Cloth interior with bucket se Maybe it's a teenagers first
car or an easy way to get around. Either way we got This vehicle is being sold As-Is. See dealer
for details. Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar
vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it
a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is
priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price.
This vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average
Price. Contact seller for details. Filter Results 26 26 Ford F for sale in Canada. Certified
Pre-Owned. Live Chat 4. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 2. Online Reservation 1. Buy
Online 2. Delivery 2. King Ranch 1. Lariat 3. Lariat Limited 2. STX 3. XLT 8. Please enter a
number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a
number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max
payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Truck Beige 1. Black 5. Blue 2. Green 1.
Grey 1. Red 4. Silver 1. Unspecified 2. White 9. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. All Wheel
Drive 2. Four Wheel Drive 7. Rear Wheel Drive 2. Unknown 1. Flex Fuel 2. Gasoline 9. Automatic
Manual 1. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this
search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you
consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and
Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results Click here to try again. Priority Listings. All Listings.
Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Gold Series. Contactless Services New. Mileage , km. Easy Finance
Approvals. Buy Online. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing

our extensive new and pre-owned Ford F inventory from local Ford dealerships and private
sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall
history of Ford F with similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie.
Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing
details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers.
View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm
with seller accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are
not included in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more
right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to
the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. View Photos. Year Select Year Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior
condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major
mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear.
Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there
any mechanical issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in
need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or
inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you
have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues with the
vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an instant, no obligation
offer from CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN.
Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select State. Don't have your
license plate? Estimated values for the Ford F See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book
Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a
given vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of your Ford F on Edmunds. You'll
need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option
packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple
thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors
will affect how much a Ford F is worth. For starters, you'll need information such as the year,
mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head to
Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a Ford
F, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed options.
Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer retail
value along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for
everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the Ford F We recommend you read
Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself.
When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Ford F and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To
understand if the Ford F is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer
reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator.
Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Although versatile and easy to

live with, the Ford F gives up points to its rivals due to its tepid performance and lack of a few
key safety features. For most of the past three decades, the best-selling vehicle line in America
has been, strangely enough, not a family sedan or SUV but a pickup. The holder of that
prestigious title is Ford's F-Series. Granted, those sales figures include not only the F but also
the Super Duty rigs and even commercial-use chassis cabs. However, the half-ton F has always
accounted for the lion's share of those figures. Last revamped for , the F caters to the
contemporary pickup consumer. These folks are as if not more likely to use a pickup for
commuting and family hauling as for lugging lumber or towing trailers. Proof of this can be seen
in the overwhelming popularity of crew-cab-style trucks over standard and extended-cab
versions. Of course, this begs the question: Why the F-Series? Chalk up its American Idol
status to a smooth ride, quiet user-friendly cab and easy-to-drive demeanor. Oh, and the
dizzying variety of body styles, trim levels and options that it offers. Americans love choices,
something not lost on Ford's product planners whose efforts have resulted in no fewer than 75
styles of the F and SuperCrew-sized headaches for Edmunds. The Ford F sees incremental
changes. A new Lariat Limited trim debuts, as does a SuperCrew body style for the XL trim and
a couple of stress-reducing options. The latter includes the Cargo Management system a
combination of bins, crossbars and adjustable cleats that allows one to secure virtually
anything short of the space shuttle in the bed and a rearview camera mounted inside the
rearview mirror that kicks on when the truck is shifted into reverse. As well-rounded as it is, the
F lags behind full-size pickup rivals when it comes to performance. Disregarding the
supercharged V8 that's optional in the niche-market Harley-Davidson edition, the F's top engine
is the 5. Still, we have been disappointed by its real-world performance. The 5. Having just four
gears to work with contributes to the F's tepid performance; many competitors have five- and
six-speed units, which improve both acceleration and fuel efficiency. This is not to say that you
won't be satisfied with a Ford F purchase -- as vehicle reviewers we tend to be harsher critics
than the typical consumer. For buyers who don't require the quickest rig out there, the F
compensates with its civility. This is one of the easiest half-ton pickups to live with on an
everyday basis, and with the wide range of available body styles, trim levels and equipment,
you're sure to find one that meets your needs. All those people who have made the F-Series the
No. The Ford F full-size pickup truck is available in three body styles: regular cab, extended cab
"SuperCab" and crew cab "SuperCrew". Cargo box size choices vary as well: regular cabs come
with a 6. The SuperCrew can have either the 5. Reverse-opening rear doors are standard on
regular and SuperCabs for easier cab access, while SuperCrews have four full-size doors. The
volume leader XLT features chrome exterior trim, an upgraded cloth interior, cruise control and
full power accessories. The FX2 2WD and FX4 4WD feature inch wheels, a black grille,
leather-wrapped steering wheel, bucket seats with console, and on FX4 models, underbody skid
plates, retuned springs and heavy-duty shocks. Fs with the Lariat trim offer an upscale
ambiance with brushed aluminum and wood highlights, leather upholstery, a power driver seat,
automatic climate control and a trip computer. The Limited tops that by featuring a
monochrome White Sand paint scheme, inch alloy wheels with body-color accents, polished
running boards, smoked taillights, two-tone leather upholstery and unique instrument cluster
trim. The former adds two-tone exterior paint, exclusive western saddle-like leather upholstery
and wood-grain interior accents. The latter specifies monochromatic black or two-tone black
and copper paint, inch alloy wheels, a sport-tuned suspension, black and copper leather seating
and enough H-D badges and emblems to outfit everybody at the Sturgis meet. Key F options
include remote starting, a navigation system, a back-up camera, a rear parking sensor, a
rear-seat DVD entertainment system and a sunroof. There are three main engine choices in the
F line: a 4. Available only on regular cabs, the 4. The 4. Both V8 engines are matched to
four-speed automatic transmissions. The V6 comes with a five-speed manual, with the
automatic available as an option. Buyers of the 2WD Harley-Davidson edition can opt for a
supercharged 5. Except for that supercharged Harley version, buyers have a choice between
two- and four-wheel drive on all versions of the F Properly equipped, an F with the 5. However,
whether unladen or towing a trailer, the F feels noticeably slower than peers like the Toyota
Tundra, Nissan Titan, Dodge Ram and GM twins Silverado and Sierra , an impression borne out
by our performance test results. Antilock disc brakes are standard across the board. Traction
control is optional on 2WD V8 models. Unlike most of its competitors, the F does not offer side
airbags or stability control -- the latter a key feature for avoiding accidents in the first place.
That said, frontal-impact testing by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration resulted
in a perfect five-star rating. In frontal-offset crash testing conducted by the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety, the F earned a rating of "Good," the highest available. Thanks to its stiff
frame, double-wishbone front suspension and rack-and-pinion steering, the Ford F delivers
impressive ride and handling dynamics for a full-size truck. Unfortunately, the truck's beefy

curb weight is too much for the 4. The brakes feel solid, with a firm pedal, but stopping
distances are still longer than most of the F's competition. In SuperCrew form, the F can
comfortably seat five or six people. Carrying three passengers in the backseat is still possible if
you get a SuperCab, though legroom will be noticeably less generous. All versions offer simple
controls and solid materials. An optional overhead console features interchangeable modules
so owners can customize it as they see fit. Without this console, though, the F is a little short on
storage space. Hauling larger items is no problem, however, as the rear seats in SuperCabs and
SuperCrews quickly fold up to make way for cargo. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford F lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Below-average performance, side airbags and stability control not available, not much interior
storage space. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. The latter includes the Cargo Management system which allows one
to secure virtually anything in the bed and a rearview camera. Read more. Write a review See all
78 reviews. I own the Ford F regular cab 2WD with the 4. It has 80, miles as if this review. There
are two types of regular cabs. One that has no 3rd and 4th opening doors and one that does. I
have the reg cab model that has the little side opening doors. You have to open the main doors
and then the sides open up to add tools and stuff to store behind the front bench seat. It is
awesome to have this. I only recommend having the little extra room like I have, or the larger
capacity with fold down bench or the crew cab. The reason I suggest this is because the little
side window that comes on those 3rd and 4th opening doors is crucial to being able to look
through before changing lanes. Okay here is my review I also own a F and the F is much larger,
higher, and has a lot of room inside. The area between where you sit and the side of the door is
further away than the older models so the engineers obviously had safety in mind when
designing this model for side impact. The truck sits much higher than older models and gives
you a commanding view of the road. I prefer auto trans on trucks because in some cases with
manual you have to slide the seat forward too close to the airbag to engage the clutch. I did my
research on the 4. It has the timing chain too so it should last the life of the truck. I don't want to
talk trash about other engines offered during this time period so I will just leave you to do your
own research. If you're a lead footed driver that likes to abuse your truck and race all over the
place the 4. If you drive moderately and cruise mph on the freeway the 4. You'll drive past gas
stations if you drive with any respect for your vehicle. I expect to get many miles out of my truck
as it has performed great for me and still looks like a new model. Only complaint I have is the
bed of the truck sits high and if you like to load and retrieve things from the side then you better
be 6ft tall. Not for any reason other than I still have a 95 F that I am still very much attached. Be
advised the F did not lose value and I was able to get more than I paid very easily. If you
maintain your F it will hold its value and possibly even gain in value like mine did if you buy it
used. Read less. Straight Forward and Honest Review. The truck had 15k miles on it when I
bought it, and it now has 41k miles logged. I have owned 4 Ford trucks in the past, and all were
very good except for 1 lemon Ford Bronco. I traded in a Honda Civic that I was driving as a
commuter car couldnt stand it. I felt like i was wearing panties or something. Im a country boy
and I had to get back in a truck. My F has taken us on 3 long trips and I also drive it on a 60 mile
commute to work. I had to have the actuator motor replaced AC part and my Ford logo on the
front grill peeling replaced, both covered under warranty. Other than that, this truck has been
flawless. Purchased this truck with miles, so far I've replaced a serpentine belt, fuel sending
unit something everyone should replace, they are known to fail and a fuel pump. Interior
comfort is amazing for a base model truck, large seats with good arm support. Only issue I find
with the interior on this model it only has three cupholders. MPG is very good for a full sized
truck with the v6 and manual 5 speed. Bottom line up front, the truck is great. I have 81, miles
and have not had any mechanical problems. My truck has the 4. It's true what expert reviewers
say about it not being a truck you'll burn out in. It has plenty of power for getting up to speed,
and passes other vehicles fine on the highway. I have not towed with it but I have read the 4.

PROS: The model still looks like a modern new model. Although my truck is only 2WD it sits up
real high so visibility is great. The cabin is very roomy. I also have a mid 90's F and the driver's
door seems much further away and safer in my The ride is comfortable, and my gas mileage is
not too bad. I don't mistreat my truck and it seems to preform well, maybe at least 20mpg. The
model I have is just one up from the base cabin. I have the two regular doors and two smaller
side doors that can open up if the main doors are open. This extra little door has a small
window which is perfect for visibility when changing lanes. What I'm saying is there is no blind
spot like the lowest base model with no extra door and small window to see through. If you look
left on that model to change lanes you'll be staring at an interior rear cab column which will
force you to lean forward to look out and back from the side window. There is no back bench
seat on my model, just enough room for tool boxes, golf clubs, etc. It's substantial and not a
tiny space behind the front row which I really like, although in hindsight I would prefer to have
the larger back seating area with the fold down bench seat. The rake on the truck tilts forward,
and rain collects in the bed of the truck. I regularly have to back the truck out of the driveway to
lower the tail and let the water drain out. I think in the long run this could become a major
problem for rust. I live in Arizona and the truck is rust free, but the winter rain and summer
monsoons we get collects in the bed forward towards the cab There is a bed liner, but the
factory bed liner has large access holes on the sides near the bottom. I'm actually afraid to take
the bed liner off to see what has resulted. The belt seems tight so this might be something for
buyers to look for on used models. All the dash cluster lights go out sometimes at night. If I
whack the top of the dash real hard they come back on Ford mechanic at a dealership near me
said it is acommon problem and there's no fix other than banging real hard on the top of the
dash. Some drink holders would have been nice on that fold down middle front seat which I
keep down all the time. There is a retracting flimsy plastic double drink holder that comes out of
the center of the dash, but it's cumbersome to
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use, and may not be usable for stick shift models. If you want that you'll have to upgrade the
stereo or buy a model that has it. I think that was from pulling out of parking lots and the rear
right side skipping off the curb in tight situations. I treat my truck very well but a few times I've
had the rear right side roll off the curb turning out into traffic. It only happened a few times so I
was surprised to see the axle was bent. Runs smooth after my repair and I'm super careful now.
If you have room in the garage get the model with the fold down rear bench because it adds so
much more versatility. The reason I bought my truck with a 4. The chain should last the lifetime
of the truck. My F has , rust free miles 4. See all 78 reviews of the Used Ford F Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up.

